Lasius emarginatus – the bhoeschcod colony
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The other day I had an email from Antstore in Germany, telling me
that they had new stocks of Lasius emarginatus, a species of ant I had
wanted to get for a while now. I did have a vary small colony of these
ants 7 years ago but they died out vary quickly; can’t recall why. So this
is actually the second time I have tried with this species. Hopefully
these ones will fare better. I ordered them and they arrived vary quickly.
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Today I took delivery of them, consisting of 1 queen and 10 nanitic
workers. I have to confess that I don’t know too much about these ants
are than the fact that they look like a cross between my favourite ants,
Lasius niger, and Formica rufa. They are the same size, shape and
colour as the former, but with the distinct red thorax of the latter. I have
named them, the bhoeschcod colony.
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I am keeping them in an identical set up to the Lasius niger 6
colony, namely a horizontal acrylic pre-made nesting box with a small
foraging tank attached. However, rather than attach the test tube to the
opposite end of the nesting box, like I did with the Lasius niger 6 colony,
I have place the unopened tube into the foraging box directly. They vary
quickly came out to explore and started eating on the protein jelly I put
in. Subsequent feeding of the queen followed by means of workerqueen trophylaxis.
I will do my best to keep this journal, and my others updated more
frequently, though with winter approaching it may be more difficult. I do
not plan on hibernating the bhoeschcod colony this year.

